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Scarce Educational Game
By “The Children’s Printer”
1. John Marshall (publisher).
The Infant’s Cabinet of Flowers.
London: J. Marshall, 1801.

$4500.

Complete set of early English botanical cards for children. John Marshall,
who billed himself as “The Children’s Printer,” began his career as an imitator
of John Newbery, but soon pioneered his own line of miniature libraries,
educational games, and boxed “cabinets” for children. These colorful cards,
sized to fit in a child’s pocket, represented an Enlightenment model of
practical education, emphasizing the close observation of the natural world,
and inviting play as well as study. While this copy lacks the booklets, the set is
rare by any measure: the last example to appear in commerce before this sold
at Sotheby’s in 1989; that description reports only four recorded sets. OCLC
lists two American institutions with holdings (Indiana and UCLA).
Twenty-eight cards, 3 x 2 inches each, mounted on heavy stock, printed on rectos
only. Hand-colored copperplate engraving of a flower on each. Occasional pencil
markings to versos. Housed in original wooden box lined with purple paper, engraved
pictorial label mounted to sliding lid. Label darkened, surface wear to box, a few
creases and smudges to slightly bowed cards. Lacking both instructional booklets.

Advance Copy
Inscribed with an Original Poem by the Author
2. “HOB” [Francis R.G. Duckworth]; [Dorothy Hilton] (illustrator).
Starlight Stories by “HOB.”
[London]: Alexander Moring at the De La More Press, [1905].
$150.
First edition, advance copy, of this illustrated collection of original
fairy tales by English schoolmaster Francis Duckworth. In stories
like “King Sturm,” “Ugolino,” and “The Swan-Song,” the power of
love ultimately conquers the dark forces of magic. This advance copy
is warmly inscribed with an original poem, entitled “Llanfairfechan
1901,” and a note on the stories’ composition and publication. The
fanciful line drawings by Dorothy Hilton, inspired by the Arts and
Crafts movement, incorporate text into their decorative frames. A
characteristic example of popular Edwardian children’s literature, in a
lovely pictorial binding.
8vo, 7.25 x 5.5 inches: [8], 203, [1]. Original full blue pictorial cloth; spine
illustrated in like colors and lettered in gilt. Pictorial headpieces and six fullpage black-and-white plates. Lengthy presentation inscription from the author
on front free endpaper, with additional ink dedication on half-title. Spine
lightly sunned, light foxing to preliminaries and edges.

Midcentury Matchbox Design
3. [ARCHITECTURE].
Set of pictorial matchboxes featuring the towers of the
Kremlin.
Brussels: Streichhölzer, 1958.

$200.

Complete set of Belgian matchboxes featuring the
architecture of Moscow, many with the original safety
matches still present. Each individually captioned matchbox
depicts a different tower of the Kremlin, printed in color and
heightened in gilt.
A surprising survival, bright and clean.
Seventeen cardboard matchboxes with sliding lids: one large
box 4.25 x 2.75 x 1.25 inches, the others 2 x 1.5 x .5 inches each.
Pastedown color illustrations of the towers of the Kremlin mounted
to top panels of matchboxes. Housed in manufacturer’s colorprinted pictorial cardboard box. Matchboxes clean; original box
lightly rubbed, with several corners split.

The First Book by the South African Beat
To Be Published in his Home Country
4. Sinclair Beiles; Cecil Skotnes (illustrator).
Tales.
(Johannesburg): Gryphon Poets, (1972).

$300.

First edition, featuring vibrant original woodcuts by South African
illustrator Cecil Skotnes. Beiles played a key role in a number of
important Beat publications. In the 1950s, he befriended Brion
Gysin and William S. Burroughs in Tangier, taking walks with
Gysin to assuage the artist’s paranoia, and helping Burroughs edit
Naked Lunch, which Beiles would later publish as senior editor at the
Olympia Press. While staying at the notorious Beat Hotel in Paris,
Beiles, Gysin, Burroughs, and Gregory Corso created Minutes To Go
(1960), the first book to use the “cut-up” poetic technique which
Gysin and Burroughs would make famous.
The poems collected here reflect his skewed, apocalyptic take on sex
and technology, as in “The Cuckholding Computer:” “Nothing could
be more astuter / than that damned computer / that mass of wires
and fuses / crept in bed next queen of muses / and while i snored /
his calculator bored / into her fission / made ‘lectrical emission.”

After many years abroad, Beiles returned to Johannesburg in the
early 1970s. Beiles remains less well known than many of his Beat
collaborators, in part because his South African publications had
smaller print runs and were less widely distributed than the works
of his American peers.
Illustrator Cecil Skotnes was known for his innovative use of
woodcuts to explore the geography and iconography of South
Africa. His daughter Pippa Skotnes recalls: “Woodcutting offered
Cecil the possibility of finding a new form for the symbolism
he increasingly began to attach to a particularly local vision,
without having to reject the rich European traditions which
initially appealed to him” (“At the cutting edge: Cecil Skotnes as
printmaker”).
A very good copy of an important collaboration between two South
African artists.
Single volume, 10.75 x 8.75 inches: 46. Original color pictorial card
wrappers with unclipped French flaps, front board lettered in black with
brown and black woodcut design, spine lettered in black, photographic
portrait of Beiles on rear wrapper. Six full-page color woodcuts. Light
shelfwear and soiling to wrappers.

The Rise of Popular Literary Tourism in the Late 19th Century
5. [MANUSCRIPT]: Author’s Homes.
United States: circa 1890.

$450.

Nineteenth-century illustrated manuscript depicting the homes of famous writers, including a copy of each writer’s signature.
Featured authors include William Shakespeare, Lord Byron, Walter Scott, Robert Burns, Thomas Moore, Alfred Lord Tennyson,
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Oliver Wendell Holmes, John Greenleaf Whittier,
and William Cullen Bryant. From Burns’s humble cottage birthplace to Hawthorne’s Old Manse to Scott’s vast Abbotsford estate,
this homemade album testifies to the rise of popular literary tourism in the late nineteenth century, even if the unknown artist
never made the pilgrimage to these sites. A fine example.
Thirteen stiff cards with scalloped edges, 5 x 7 inches each, bound with a red ribbon through two holes at top center. Title card reading
“Author’s Homes” [sic], followed by twelve original sepia ink and watercolor illustrations on rectos only.

“Andy, This is Crazy Stuff”
6. Cameron Rogers; [Walt Whitman]; Edward A. Wilson (illustrator).
The Magnificent Idler: The Story of Walt Whitman.
Garden City: Doubleday, Page & Company, 1926.
First edition of this popular biography of Walt Whitman, which “seeks neither
to whitewash its subject nor exhume old scandals.” Characteristic is the dialogue
between the printers at work on the first edition of Leaves of Grass:

$75.

“Andy, this is crazy stuff.”
“Mebby.”
“Is this poetry, Andy, do you figure?”
“Mebby.”
“Anybody going to buy this stuff, Andy, do you figure?”
“Mebby.”
A near-fine copy, evidence of a mainstream readership grappling with Whitman’s
uncategorizable legacy in the decades after his death.
Single volume, 8 x 5.5 inches: [12], 312. Original full green cloth, yellow pictorial pastedowns
to front board and spine, yellow pictorial endpapers, original unclipped pictorial dust jacket.
Illustrated title page printed in green and black. Black and white frontispiece and three doublepage landscape spreads. Jacket spine toned, closed half-inch tear to rear panel, light edgewear.

From the Cave to the Skyscraper
7. Émile Antoine Verpilleux.
The Picture Book of Houses.
New York: Macmillan, 1931.

$200.

First edition of this vibrantly illustrated children’s book about
houses past and present. The color lithographs are by the AngloBelgian printmaker E.A. Verpilleux, the first artist to exhibit a
colored print at the Royal Academy: images include double-page
spreads of a Roman villa, a medieval castle, a gypsy caravan, a
Siamese river house, and an English country estate, among others.
A very good copy of a beautiful book.
Single volume, 11 x 8 inches: 64. Original textured blue pictorial boards
stamped in black, yellow and orange patterned endpapers, original clipped
color pictorial dust jacket. Illustrated with 22 full-page color plates; color
and black-and-white illustrations throughout text. Ink presentation
inscription to front pastedown, shallow chipping and edgewear to jacket.

Sex Workers in Jazz Age Paris
8. May Wanda; Francis Carco (preface).
Les Marchandes de Plaisirs.
Paris: Editions d’Art A. Gamard, 1920s.

$1500.
Vivid limited edition portfolio, one of 500 copies, featuring sixteen
pochoir portraits by painter May Wanda.

The women depicted represent a range of trade, from a respectable
drinker “au café” to a bather “à la piscine,” from a jaunty motorist
on the rue Royale to twin flappers surveying the hall from their
opera box. Also included are a butch-femme lesbian pair, a sinister
“profiteuse” leading a schoolgirl by the hand, and a young woman
holding a birch and a rope, introduced to her client as “un charmant
bourreau” (the charming executioner).
Wanda began her career as a stage comedienne, and her lively wit
animates these portraits; she was a friend of Foujita (whose studio
she shared), Colette, and Jean Cocteau. The writer Francis Carco
contributes a preface linking Wanda and Toulouse-Lautrec as
chroniclers of “le domaine de la galanterie.” OCLC lists only two
holdings in the United States. A fine copy of a remarkable portfolio.
Single portfolio volume, 13 x 10 inches: sixteen loose color pochoir plates
laid into wrappers, interspersed with captioned tissue guards. Original
brown paper wrappers printed in gilt, gilt cord tie, original publisher’s
promotional paper band. Two-page preface by Francis Carco, colophon at
rear. Occasional touch of foxing.

“Meanness is Always a Bad Investment”
9. Frederic Guirma.
Tales of Mogho: African Stories from Upper Volta.
New York: Macmillan, (1971).

$75.
First edition of these folk tales of the Mossi people of West
Africa, translated and illustrated by Frederic Guirma, Upper
Volta’s first ambassador to the United Nations. Moré, the
language of the Mossi, has no written alphabet; this collection
marks the first publication of these stories “in any language.”
The legends and comic stories are sprinkled liberally with
proverbs: “In a community a dispute is everyone’s business.”
In one tale, a prince battles monsters to keep his love from
becoming a phantom; in another, an elephant proposes a duel
with a rooster. A near-fine copy.
Single volume, 9 x 7 inches: xii, [2], 113, [1]. Original full pictorial
orange cloth lettered and stamped in black, orange endpapers, original
unclipped color pictorial dust jacket. Foreword and glossary before text;
black-and-white illustrations throughout text, including a double-page
spread. Top edge of jacket toned, shallow nick to top edge of back panel.

Modernist Collages
of Locations Around the World
10. Adolf Hoffmeister.
Dalekohled aneb Kdo Neveri, at Tam Bezi [Binoculars, or Who
Doesn’t Want to Believe Can Leave].
Prague: Statní Nakladatelství Detské Knihy, 1966.

$150.

Expanded edition of this illustrated survey of the countries of the
world by Czech artist Adolf Hoffmeister, first published in 1956.
His brilliantly colored modernist collages of New York, Paris, Egypt,
Spain, China, Japan, and Brazil reflect Hoffmeister’s defiantly
cosmopolitan world view, in both subject and technique.
Hoffmeister was one of the founders of the avant-garde Devetsil
group of Czech artists and writers. In the 1930s, he launched the antifascist magazine Simplicus, worked with Jewish refugees, and wrote
the libretto for Hans Krása’s opera Brundibar, performed by children
in the Terezín concentration camp. Imprisoned during the war, he
managed to escape to New York, where his anti-fascist drawings were
exhibited at the Museum of Modern Art.
He served as the Czechoslovak ambassador to France from 1948 to

1951, when he was recalled, suspected
of being too Western in his sympathies.
His diplomatic career over, Hoffmeister
taught art in Prague, became president
of International PEN, and served as
Czechoslovakia’s representative to
UNESCO. After the Soviet invasion
of Prague in 1968, Hoffmeister fled to
France, but returned in 1970, and died
under house arrest.
Text in Czech. A very good copy of a
wide-ranging, graphically exuberant book,
all the more striking for the isolation in
which it was produced.
Single volume, 9.25 x 6.5 inches: 167, [5].
Original white cloth, black and blue
endpapers, top edge stained blue, unclipped
color pictorial dust jacket. Title page printed
in blue and black; 19 full-page color collages.
Light spotting to boards and edges, edgewear
and tape reinforcement to jacket, small chip to
head of jacket spine.

The Sights and Sounds of a Lunar Settlement, Imagined During the Space Race
11. Bruno Munari.
Uomini sulla Luna.
Milan: Sugar Editore, 1962.

$2800.

First edition of Bruno Munari’s science fiction panorama depicting a colony on the moon, accompanied by discs containing audio
of the imaginary lunar settlement.

Munari’s stunning color-printed lunar panorama can
be viewed in two-panel sections or as an unbroken
landscape. Viewers encounter a space station above
the moon, with windows revealing the activities of
the astronauts inside, followed by the bustling lunar
colony itself, built under a protective dome, featuring
decorative trees, a theater, a tennis court, and a
swimming pool. The flip side of the panorama offers
a rough timeline of missile developments from the
1940s to the 1960s. In the front and back folds of the
panorama are two discs from outer space: the first
contains messages from the space station to the lunar
settlement, and the second the sounds within the first
city on the moon. Text in Italian. Scarce: no listing in
OCLC, and no copies recorded at auction. A nearfine example of popular space race iconography in the
years just before humans set foot on the moon.
Double-sided oblong panorama, folded leporello style,
measuring 93 inches unfolded. Printed in color on both
sides, with pockets in first and last sections holding flexible
white 33-rpm records. Publisher’s printed presentation
bookmark laid in. Thin scrape and small stain to lower edge
of final panel, touch of wear at folds.

Midcentury Modern Take on the
Original Wall Covering
12. Original design inspired by Paleolithic cave paintings.
Manchester: Geoffrey George, circa 1950.
$150.
Hand-painted vintage design produced by Geoffrey
George Studio, inspired by the Paleolithic cave paintings
of Altamira and Lascaux, featuring bison, ibex, and
hunters with bows and arrows. Manchester studio
Geoffrey George produced textile and wallpaper patterns
for Marks & Spencer, Harrods, and other popular British
retailers.
Original gouache pattern, painted in brown and white on
single sheet of black paper, measuring 10.25 x 9.25 inches.
Evidence of adhesive removal to verso.
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